Previous reference-based compression on DNA sequences do not fully exploit the intrinsic statistics by merely concerning the approximate matches. In this paper, an adaptive difference distribution-based coding framework is proposed by the fragments of nucleotides with a hierarchical tree structure. To keep the distribution of difference sequence from the reference and target sequences concentrated, the sub-fragment size and matching offset for predicting are flexible to the stepped size structure. The matching with approximate repeats in reference will be imposed with the Hamming-like weighted distance measure function in a local region closed to the current fragment, such that the accuracy of matching and the overhead of describing matching offset can be balanced. A well-designed coding scheme will make compact both the difference sequence and the additional parameters, e.g. sub-fragment size and matching offset. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme achieves 150% compression improvement in comparison with the best reference-based compressor GReEn.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of high-throughput sequencing technologies, rapid reduction of sequencing cost enables the research projects centered on individual genomics and personalized medicine. The large scale projects such as the 1000 Genomes Project (http://www. 1000genomes.org/) and The Cancer Genome Atlas (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/) have been contributing to the unprecedented volume of DNA sequences. As pointed out by Kahn [1] , the exponential explosion in genomic data has presented a significant challenge to the disk storage and high-performance computation. It is crucial for the development of novel efficient compression techniques to close the reality gap.
DNA sequences are characterized with repeated patterns of four different kinds of nucleotides, namely Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). General purpose compression algorithms such as compress, gzip and bzip2 fail to compress DNA sequences without taking DNA structures into sufficient consideration. Consequently, a series of specialized compression methods are proposed to focus on the characteristic structures such as approximate repeats (repeats with mutations) and complementary palindromes (reversed repeats). Inspired by Ziv-Lempel data compression method [2] , Grumbach and Tachi proposed the first specific DNA sequence compressor Biocompress [3] , to compress the exact repeats with the specifically designed Fibonacci coding. The compression performance was improved in successive literatures by the introduction of Markov model for non-repeated regions [4] , extension to the approximate repeats for further exploitation of the structures in DNA sequences [5] , [6] , and utilization of dynamic programming for optimal detection and matching of approximate repeats [7] , [8] . Although methods based on approximate repeats show promising results, no theoretic principles on approximate matching algorithm has been established for such heuristic methods. Consequently, statistical-based methods were introduced for the intensive prediction of the generation of the nucleotides. [9] - [11] proposed the normalized maximum likelihood model to determine the best regressor for matching and substitution of variablesize approximate repeats. XM [12] estimated the probability distribution of symbols by combining a panel of "experts" with the repeat expert concerning the approximate repeats. Finite context models are also proposed and compared to rapidly capture variable-order statistical information along the DNA sequences [13] , [14] . In spite of the evolutionary development of compression techniques, reference-free methods are subjected to their low compression rate (not greater than 6:1) and prohibitive computational cost for large DNA data sets.
Since the significant part of the genome is shared among individuals of the same species, reference-based compression methods are proposed to utilize such redundancy for more efficient compression. The idea for storing and reducing redundant genomic data was firstly based on additional information, e.g. single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) databases [15] or insert and delete operations [16] . To eliminate the additional information, the RLZ algorithm proposed by Kuruppu et al. [17] performed relative Lempel-Ziv compression of DNA sequences with the collection of related sequences but could not handle the sequences with characters outside the alphabet {A, T, G, C, N }. However, resequencing techniques inevitably introduce additional characters into the alphabet, e.g. the lower case character {a, t, g, c, n}, to represent the uncertainty at a certain position in DNA sequences. Wang et al. [18] proposed the general Genome ReSequencing (GRS) tool for compressing and storing the sequencing data with the reference by considering the chromosome varied sequence percentage. For the efficient compressive performance and robust support for arbitrary alphabets, GReEn [19] applied the copy model into the matching of exact repeats in reference sequences and established probabilistic model for such matching. GReEn achieved better coding gain when compared to [17] and [18] . The recent trend of reference-based methods implies that matching and representing repeated patterns with the reference in a probabilistic manner significantly improves the performance of genome compression techniques. However, these methods cannot fully exploit the redundancies in the reference-based compression, since the variable sizes and offsets of repeats and the exception of insertion, deletion and substitution in matching degrade its efficiency.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework on the fragments of nucleotides with a hierarchical tree structure for the reference-based genome sequence compression. In each fragment, the sub-fragment size and matching offset for predicting are flexible to the stepped size structure. The matching with approximate repeats in reference would be imposed with the Hamming-like weighted distance measure function in a local region closed to the current fragment, such that the accuracy of matching and the overhead of representing matching offset can be balanced. Specifically, the distribution of the difference sequence from the reference and target sequences is kept concentrated and consequently suitable for compression. Finally, a well-designed coding scheme will make compact both the difference sequence and the additional parameters, e.g. sub-fragment size and matching offset. The proposed method is robust in dealing with arbitrary alphabets for the case in which the alphabet is not constrained to {A, T, G, C} due to a low resequencing quality. Experimental results show 150% compression improvement in comparison with the best reference-based compressor GReEn.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed framework, which includes the construction of Hamming-like distance measure function as well as the well-designed coding scheme. The reference-based experimental results on two assemblies of human genome are evaluated in Section III. Section IV draws the conclusion and makes the discussion.
II. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK A. Adaptive Difference Distribution-based Coding Framework
This section presents the proposed framework for the adaptive compression of difference between reference sequence and the encoding sequence. The introduction of difference sequence is due to the fact that DNA sequences are characterized with approximately repeated patterns with exception of single insertion, deletion and substitution. The distribution of the obtained difference sequences is not uniform, and only several symbols appear in a high frequency, as witnessed in Fig. 2-4 .
The generic genome compression framework based on the difference sequence is depicted in Fig. 1 . The sequence for compression is segmented into fragments of nucleotides with size MAX FRAG SIZE, such that the sequence is predicted individually based on each fragment. A hierarchical tree structure with MAX TREE DEPTH is constructed for each fragment. The fragment can be divided into sub-parts by iteratively halving its size according to the hierarchical tree. The introduction of hierarchical structure of halving sub-parts rather than fragments with arbitrary sizes is to maintain a compact alphabet of fragment sizes for coding. For example, if MAX FRAG SIZE is 256 and MAX TREE DEPTH is 6, the sub-fragment size SF SIZE ∈ {256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8}. Under such settings, the approximate repeats in the genome sequence can be flexibly predicted by adaptively switching to the proper sub-fragment size. The prediction of each fragment is obtained by subtracting the most similar subsequences of nucleotides in the reference. Differences can be obtained directly by comparing the ASCII values of corresponding symbols in the reference and target sequences. Fig. 2 gives an example, where a sub-fragment of 16 nucleotides in target sequence is predicted by subtracting the corresponding one in reference. It is obvious that the target sequence can be reconstructed from the difference sequence with the additional parameter SF OFFSET = 0 and SF SIZE = 16. These two parameters are also required in the decoder.
The combination of sub-fragments in reference sequence that differ from the current fragment in shortest distance are sought in prediction. Fig. 3 shows an example for selecting two sub-fragments of 8 nucleotides as the reference for the fragments of 16 nucleotides. Commonly, such searching is constrained in the local region around the position of current sub-fragment, since emerging long offset will consume large amount of bits in coding even though it might obtain better matching. When given the MAX OFFSET for searching, the matching offset SF OFFSET could be {0, ±1, · · · , ±MAX OFFSET}. Denote F n the current sub-fragment for predicting andF n the one matching F n in the reference sequence, the coding cost J (F n ) can be formulated as
where PARAM = {SF SIZE(F n ), SF OFFSET(F n )} is the parameter set indicating current sub-fragment size and matching offset. Consequently, the reference-based prediction is to find the best matching of current sub-fragment that achieves
The best matching can be found by traversing all possible settings of the parameter set PARAM. Theoretically, the cost function indicating the empirical entropy, J (·) = − log 2 P (·), is expected to achieve the least code length. However, under such cost function, it is hard to find the concurrent optimized solution for all the sub-fragments in iterative hierarchical tree structure. For the efficient estimate of coding cost, the Hamminglike distance measurement is introduced.
B. Distance Measurement
In this subsection, the Hamming-like distance measurement is introduced. As mentioned above, since the main part of the genome is shared among individuals of the same species, the difference between the encoding sequence and reference sequence tends to be long uniform string with the emergence of unexpected symbols. These unexpected symbols are hard to be predicted accurately because of their low probabilities of appearance. Consequently, it needs much more bits to represent these unexpected symbols in the compressed files, which may be greater than their raw lengths. As a result, the Hamming-like distance can approximately estimate the coding cost for the obtained difference sequence.
the sub-fragment for encoding and its corresponding reference respectively. When x i equals its corresponding nucleotidex i in reference, the Hamming distance Hamm (x i ,x i ) is set to zero. If x i does not equalx i , the Hamming distance is increased to represent the difference. However, the difference in cases of the nucleotides (e.g. 'a' and 'A', 'g' and 'G', and etc.) contributes to the majority of obtained differences. As shown in Fig. 2 , the difference between 16 nucleotides is 10 '00' and 6 'E0' (0xE0 indicates the difference between lower case and upper case of the same character in ASCII). The results in Fig. 4 demonstrate the fact that zero difference and the difference between the upper and the lower case of same nucleotides commit almost all the distribution of difference symbols. Thus, a set of weights of Hamming distance are assigned to the various difference by approximately comparing their frequencies shown in Fig. 4 . 
The weight for all the other difference is large enough such that it will not affect the detection of exact match and difference in cases. Eq. 3 implies that the difference sequence is formulated as the long uniform string of 0 or 0xE0 with the others appearing as the unexpected symbols. Consequently, the Hamming distance between two sub-fragment is defined as
Hamm (x i ,x i ) .
C. Coding of Difference Sequence
The distribution of difference sequence is suitable for the high-efficiency compression, as shown in the histograms in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). A switching structure is proposed for the coding of difference sequence. The switching coding structure proposes run length coding for the fragments with same values and the textual compressor PPM [20] as the routine encoder. To be concrete, the general purpose textual compression tool PPMDj is adopted for the common coding of difference sequence, which is consistent in coding by making the code length independent of the appearance order of the context symbols. The concentrated distribution of difference sequence is suitable for the symbol-based compressor. In addition, run length coding is developed for the fragments of difference with unique values, e.g. 0 or 0xE0. Such fragments are indicated with symbol "00FF" and "E0FF" for the brief representation in the coding scheme. The switching structure will decrease the coding cost by fitting the statistics of various regions in the difference sequence.
D. Corporative Coding of Parameter Sets
The parameter sets are required for the reconstruction of the encoding DNA sequence from the difference sequence. Its parameters include the size and matching offset for each predicted sub-fragment. They are stored in the unit of sub-fragment with MIN FRAG SIZE. Compression of these two sets of parameters is not isolated. Each set of parameters can be taken as the context for encoding the other. Denote {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S n } and {O 1 , O 2 , · · · , O n } the predicted sub-fragment size and matching offset. The contexts for predicting current size S and offset O are constructed in Table I , where n is the maximum context order. Based on above context models, the parameter sets are compressed with the arithmetic coder.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the proposed method is evaluated by comparing with the benchmark reference-based compressor GReEn [19] and GRS [18] , among which GReEn is the best reference-based compressor for FASTA format genomic data. Two assemblies of human genome, YH and KOREF 20090224 were compressed based on the reference sequences for validation. All experimental results were obtained using an Intel Core i7-3620QM CPU laptop computer at 2.2 GHz with 8 GB of memory and VC++ 9.0 compiler.
The implementation of the proposed method can be referred to Algorithm 1. In this implementation, MAX FRAG SIZE and MIN FRAG SIZE were set to 256 and 8 respectively. The maximum depth for hierarchical tree was 6 and the maximum matching Initialize Depth = MAX DEPTH and SF SIZE = MAX FRAG SIZE. 4: while Depth > 1 do
5:
NUM PART = 2.
6:
for All possible matching offset SF OFFSET do 7: Compare current (sub)fragment with the reference with SF OFFSET and SF SIZE. 8: Compute the Hamming-like distance as defined in II.B and store the minimal one. Subtract reference from current (sub)fragment with corresponding SF OFFSET and SF SIZE. 12: Store current difference sequence, current distance, SF OFFSET and SF SIZE. 13: end if 14: Divide current (sub)fragment into NUM PART sub-parts. 15: for All NUM PART sub-parts do 16: Compare current sub-part with the reference.
17:
Compute the Hamming-like distance as defined in II.B and store the minimal one. 18: Obtain the corresponding optimal difference sequence, SF OFFSET and SF SIZE. 19: end for 20: Obtain the total distance for the NUM PART sub-parts.
21:
Compare two distances and decided the optimal difference sequence, SF OFFSET and SF SIZE. Encode difference fragment, matching offset and fragment size 24: end for The size of compressed file (in bytes) and compression ratio of the proposed scheme, GReEn and GRS are shown respectively. The compression ratio is obtained by raw file size/compressed file size. offset for approximate repeats was 32. These settings can be further tuned for optimal performance, although they are already qualified to validate our method in this paper. The proposed method was implemented iteratively, where at each depth of hierarchical tree, the sub-fragments were divided into NUM PART = 2 subparts. The hierarchical tree can be stored in memory as the proposed method is based on fragment of nucleotides with constrained size MAX FRAG SIZE. Consequently, the difference sequence was obtained by subtracting the combination of variable size sub-fragments based on the optimal matching in reference sequence within the constrained local region. Table II shows the compression results for the KOREF 20090224 human genome using the KOREF 20090131 as reference. In Table II , the proposed method gives consistently better results compared to GReEn and GRS. The proposed method achieves a 480 folds compression ratio in average, which is 1.5 times better than what GReEn achieves. Since KOREF 20090224 and KOREF 20090131 are the various versions of the same ethnic group, there are massive similar repeats between the two sequences which leads to the high efficiency compression.
Besides that, an additional investigate for compression human genome assemblies is made. Table III displays the compression results for the YH human genome using KOREF 20090224 as reference. YH and KOREF 20090224 are both the individual genome based on resequencing data from massively parallel sequencing technologies. However, they are different in some extent as they are from different ethnic groups. Table  III shows that GRS fails to compress most of the sequences because of the excessive difference between the reference and target sequences. The proposed method outperforms GReEn with the exception of chromosome ChrM. An average 150% improvement in compression ratio is witnessed. The reason for the less effective performance of the proposed method in ChrM is probably because ChrM is relatively small and the overhead led by the size and mode offset of sub-fragment outrides the gain in compression.
The experiments on the assemblies of human genome demonstrate that the proposed method provides the efficient and robust support for the genome compression (with reference) at the presence of large gaps and arbitrary alphabets.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Recognizing the insufficient exploitation of statistics of DNA sequences in the referencebased compressor, an adaptive difference distribution-based coding framework for DNA sequence is proposed. Exploiting the characteristic structures of approximate repeats in DNA sequences, difference sequences obtained from the reference and target sequences commit a more concentrated probabilistic distribution of symbols for coding. The weighted Hamming-like distance measurement in a local region is imposed is imposed to match the approximate repeats and formulate the difference sequences. The size and matching offset of the sub-fragments for prediction are determined by a hierarchical tree structure in the fragment of nucleotides. A well-designed coding scheme compresses both the difference sequence and the additional parameters, e.g. sub-fragment size and matching offset. Experimental results shows that the proposed scheme achieve 150% compression improvement in comparison with the benchmark compressor GReEn and GRS.
The introduction of difference distribution-based coding framework in DNA sequence compression is meaningful, since it could be an alternative way to exploit the specific DNA structures. Distinguished from explicit methods that find and encipher optimal matching for approximate repeats, the proposed framework implicitly extracts difference sequences from reference and target sequences for a more concentrated probabilistic distribution of symbols for coding. This framework reduces the excess overhead led by exception of insertion, deletion and substitution in matching repeats. Such adaptive hierarchical coding framework can be further improved with sophisticated coding of difference sequences and efficient prediction of size and matching offset of the subfragments, e.g. sliding window with dynamic decision of size for obtaining difference sequences, suffix tree for maintaining the hierarchical coding structure, and etc.
